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Channel the power of the full moon to focus your intent and guide your manifestations. Light on lore and heavy on practical ceremony, this book is an ideal reference guide for both novices and experienced practitioners, working alone or in a group. Newly revised with a quick spell option and more recipes. Moon worship has been part of our history since the earliest days. The constantly changing cycles of the moon enabled ancient civilizations to plan and chart time. They also discovered that special energies correspond to the different phases of the moon. Today, these connections are being rediscovered as we seek to fulfil our dreams and align ourselves with the universe. Each full moon spell contains traditional correspondences, a complete ritual and appropriate seasonal recipes. All have been thoroughly researched and tested and are designed for the busy Neo-Pagan in today’s world. You can use Full Moon Spells & Rituals as a stand-alone book, as a companion to my Wheel of the Year guide Simple Wiccan Magick Spells & Ritual Ceremony, or alongside any other Wicca books you may have. These spells, rituals and correspondences are designed to maximize the energy of different full moons, but they can be used any time. If you feel you do not need the magick of a particular full moon, simply give thanks for that blessing during ritual and proceed to the spell of your choice. However, the power generated will be stronger during the corresponding full moon. Blessed be!
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user friendly, easy to understand. easy to modify and perform no matter where one resides. enlightening and comforting. blessed be

Written so that even novice witches can understand, very helpful, I will use it often. I find myself going back to it time and time again as a reference

This book has some of the best full moon spells I have ever come across. If you are looking for a full moon spell, you should get this book.

This is very informative and helps as a guide line in working your own rituals and the recipes are wonderful to have in your personal spell work.

This is a fun book with easy to follow spells. I love the general summary at the beginning of each chapter detailing what spells the moon is best suited for. And the recipes are yum too

i am simi new and shy and with this book i can learn what i want when i need it and learn to work on my spells

Concise, well written, easy to read and understand. I recommend it to beginners and long time practitioners both. Blessed be.

It's a very good book. It's short but has a lot of information for basic Wicca and spell casting. The book does bring up anointing and charging tools, which could be confusing for a beginner that doesn't know what that means. But otherwise great book.
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